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Main recent developments (1/2)

• Preparing for 3 new mandatory SEEA accounts in the European Union
  • Forest accounts (SEEA CF) *
  • Environmental subsidies and similar transfers *
  • Ecosystem accounts

• New handbook forest accounts in preparation, due mid 2024 *

• Task Force developing guidance notes for ecosystem accounts extent, condition, 7 services

• Voluntary data collection ecosystem extent in late 2023

(*) topics further developed in other presentations in this seminar
Main recent developments (2/2)

• New voluntary data collection on potentially environmental damaging subsidies launched end 2022 *

• Carbon footprints and material footprints *

• More use of SEEA indicators for SDGs and for circular economy *

• Quarterly estimates greenhouse gases emissions based on SEEA, regular releases since November 2021

• Finalisation of classification environmental purposes, replacing CEPA and CReMA for monetary environmental accounts

(*) topics further developed in other presentations in this seminar
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